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Her Lady's Honor 2020-06-22 on her way home from serving in wwi a beautiful
veterinarian finds an unlikely bond with her former captain s daughter in this lesbian
historical romance wales 1919 after serving as a veterinarian in the great war lady
eleanor nell st george travels to wales to return her former captain s beloved warhorse
she also brings with her a recurring nightmare that torments her heart and soul her
plan is to complete her task then return to her family but everything changes when nell
meets the captain s eldest daughter beatrice hughes is resigned to life as the dutiful
daughter as her mother grieves for her lost sons beatrice tens to the household and
remaining siblings but when a beautiful stranger shows up with her father s horse
practicality is the last thing on her mind despite the differences in their social
standing beatrice and nell give in to their unlikely attraction finding love where they
least expect it but not everything in the captain s house is as it seems when beatrice
s mother disappears nell must overcome her preconceptions to help beatrice find her
together they must discover what really happened that stormy night in the village
before everything beatrice loves is lost including nell
A Lady and Her Husband 1914 she is but a woman the first in depth study of medieval
scottish queens investigates the relationship between gender and power in the medieval
scottish court by exploring the art of queenship as practised by joan beaufort and mary
of guelders queens of james i and james ii these women were excluded from authority but
clearly possessed power as wives and mothers of kings they established and cultivated
relationships with members of the court learned about scottish political life and
supported their husbands in the business of government the book examines for the first
time the arrivals of joan and mary in scotland their social and political status their
relationships with their husbands and families and their roles in international
diplomacy this modern re evaluation of the role and power of the medieval queen is a
thematic exploration rather than a biographical study it situates the experiences of
joan and mary within a broader european context and provides a new perspective on
scotland s political social and cultural links with europe in the fifteenth century
Woman and Her Master 1976 in today s world much unlike the world of long ago before the
1980s where women probably and seemingly didn t play as many games and didn t scheme as
much as the women of today one can clearly see witness and attest to the ever present
and overwhelming amount of game playing and scheming ways of most of the females we
know know of see and interact with on a day to day basis most every man at one point or
some point in his life has fallen victim to a game or scheme of a female whom he has
either tried to get with or hook up with and many guys get hit with games and schemes
even with those that they are married to or in relationships with practically no man is
exempt we all at some point will find ourselves faced with a woman whose sole purpose
is to either go for what s in our pockets or bank accounts or to try to get us to do
something for them for free or to get us to buy them stuff without them appreciating it
and then turning around and buying us stuff too as well that s a big part of the world
we live in as far as men interacting with women and the sole purpose of this book is to
at least get guys to recognize when they are being played and to not fall for the
simple games that women play twenty four hours a day
Dear Lady Disdain 1876 raised as a pirate s daughter amanda carre has not been tutored
in the finer social graces alone in the world she has never depended on anyone until
fate intervenes when cliff de warenne rescues her from a mob at her father s hanging
now she must set sail for england to find the mother she never knew the greatest
gentleman privateer of his era and an infamous ladies man cliff knows honour demands
that he see this beautiful wild child to london and into her socialite mother s arms he
s aware that amanda is utterly unprepared for a debut in london s ton so his only
recourse is to champion her transformation into a lady and to find her a suitable match
She is But a Woman 2006-10-23 wanting nothing to do with a stifling society marriage
and yearning for adventure independent meg barratt gets her wish when thanks to a
violent storm she is accidentally kidnapped by a seafaring seductive assassin
How to Beat A Woman at Her Own Games 2020-09-01 what would happen if the interpretation
of song of solomon were to move beyond the layered traditions of rabbinic judaism the
theological concerns of christian communities or even the enlightenment ideals of a
rigorously objective secular hermeneutic this new reading by janet tyson provides a
fascinating answer to that question timothy paul erdel bethel university the song of
solomon is an intimate eyewitness account of the stormy marriage between the last king
of babylon nabonidus and the egyptian princess nitocris ii it details the couple s



seven year stay in tayma arabia during which time the king formulated his plan to
reinstate a long defunct female priesthood at ur in honour of the lunar deity sîn the
song was written by a female scribe during the exodus from babylon in c 538 bce she is
potentially recorded elsewhere in the hebrew bible her song of praise tells of magic
blood rites jealousy and rivalry contraception miscarriage lies and curses it bears all
the signs of an act of vengeance for it preserves the bitter resentment of a woman who
lived in the shadow of the king s most exotic wife topics of interest include a
consistent pattern of applied ishtar hathor mythology potential insight into the
function of the god s hand the use of jewish gematria clear allusions to the esoteric
rite known today as the elixir rubeus internal chronology that mirrors the reign of
nabonidus including a lunar eclipse profound parallels between nabonidus and king
solomon strong connections between herodotus and the song s narrative potential
identification of the song s author and date of composition other ancient legends
revealing this same interpretation
A Lady At Last 2011-09-01 merrick st magnus this rake s reputation for the pursuit of
shameless debauchery is society legend arriving for a party merrick finds his season of
outrageous scandal takes a challenging turn caught in a far less than usually
compromising situation with lady alixe burke this so called gentleman is tasked by her
father with making his bluestocking daughter marriageable lady alixe more happy in the
library than the ballroom is most definitely left on the shelf material he ll never
walk away from a wager but merrick s expertise extends way beyond society etiquette
never before entrusted with a woman s modesty merrick sets about teaching her
everything he knows rakes beyond redemption too wicked for polite society
A Brave Lady 1870 kim is a waiter in a dorset hotel an absolute hot bed of sex but he s
seeing none of it instead he falls for cally a 43 year old artist who is steaming with
chutzpah she is a woman who grabs life by the throat she knows what she wants and most
of the time she gets it too she lives only in the moment losing a number of her nine
lives and nearly killing kim in the process kim finds love as he has never known it
before but even when he s completely in cally s thrall he s still unable to resist the
allure of other younger women a couple can bridge a 20 year age gap but can they ever
make the relationship last this is the third book in the series following on from the
well tempered clavier and the woman who made men cry
Arthur's Lady's Home Magazine 1880 rooted in the creative success of over 30 years of
supermarket tabloid publishing the weekly world news has been the world s only reliable
news source since 1979 the online hub weeklyworldnews com is a leading entertainment
news site
Dear Lady Disdain 1876 white is quickly becoming the top name in edwardian romance lady
ella myerston can always find a reason to smile even if it s just in hope that tomorrow
will be better than today all her life everyone has tried to protect her from the
realities of the world but ella knows very well the danger that has haunted her brother
and their friend and she won t wait for it to strike again she intends to take action
and if that happens to involve an adventurous trip to the cotswolds then so much the
better lord cayton has already broken two hearts including that of his first wife who
died before he could convince himself to love her now he s determined to live a better
life but that proves complicated when old friends arrive on the scene and try to
threaten him into a life of crime he does his best to remove the intriguing lady ella
from danger but the stubborn girl won t budge how else can he redeem himself though but
by saving her and his daughter from those dangerous people who seem ready to destroy
them all
Almost a Lady 2006-01 at half moon house any woman can come to hestia wright for help
she ll move heaven and earth to make things right for the downtrodden women of england
but she ll never give her heart to another man the earl of stoneacre has long admired
hestia he can t help but be smitten with a woman with her strength honor and purpose
not to mention her legendary beauty but she s made her indifference plain and stoneacre
is not a man to push in where he s not wanted now they ve been ordered to work together
to defeat the wicked lord marstoke once and for all as the uneasy allies face untold
peril and confront their pasts trust and passion grow but the greatest danger of all
might be succumbing to a love that could never survive the obstacles in their way
Woman and Her Master 1840 my lady clancarty is a romance novel set during the victorian
era and tells the story of a relationship between the earl of clancarty and lady
elizabeth betty spencer lady betty clancarty the daughter of the earl of sunderland and



the maiden wife of an irish peer is described as a woman with a slight pensiveness to
her beauty for she was beautiful yet there were times when the gaiety of a vivacious
spirit broke through all restraints and she was the light hearted witty girl that
nature had intended her to be her eyes beautiful eyes they were too were large clear
and sparkling with spirit and the soft tints of her complexion and the glossy waves of
her dark hair combined to make a charming picture far more human and bewitching indeed
than her own portrait from the brush of lely hanging in the great gallery at althorpe
the pensiveness of her expression showed only when her face was in repose when she
smiled the sun shone through the cloud her figure was gracefully tall in its gown of
white dimity flowered with pink the neck dressed open with falls of lace and the full
sleeves loose and flowing at the elbow
She Brought the Art of Women 2023-04-10 she came home to find a piece of her past she
discovered so much more has she finally found the happiness denied to her so many years
ago lady rachel emerson comes from a prominent sommer by the sea family and leads a
charmed life her fiancé pryce earl somerset is more than just tall dark and handsome he
s everything a woman could want but before they send out the wedding invitations the
betrothal is canceled after fifteen years rachel returns to her beloved emerson manor
on all hallows eve the day before the manor is turned over to the local historical
society for years she mourned the loss of her locket her only connection to pryce
rachel has one day and one last chance to find it her search leads her to a cache of
old newspapers that rekindle memories and lead her on a journey of self discovery and
reconciliation but will she find her heart s desire
How To Disgrace A Lady 2014-08-01 drawing room lady it s common knowledge that lady
arabella knightley spent her early years in london s gutters but what the ton doesn t
know is that while she dances prettily by day by night she helps the poor stealing
jewels from those who court her for her money but disdain her for her past ballroom
thief
The Heiress and Her Lovers 1863 a compromised lady elizabeth rolls as a girl she had
been bubbling over with mischief as a woman she seemed half lost in shadow but richard
blakehurst couldn t miss the connection between them when his hand touched hers it was
as if he had awakened something deep inside her seeing richard again brought back the
taunting memory of their dance at her come out ball she must tame her wayward thoughts
because thea doubted even her considerable fortune could buy richard s good opinion of
her if ever he learnt the truth
The Woman Who Knew What She Wanted 2013-05-15 runaway lady katerina of dauntsey has
disguised herself amongst a traveling dance troupe concealing her secrets beneath an
elaborate mask but when her dazzling act attracts the attention of queen isabella
katerina s past begins to catch up with her
Notes and Queries: a Medium of Inter-communication for Literary Men, Artists,
Antiquaries, Genealogists, Etc 1896 roxane forrestor was determined to live life on her
own terms even in a man s world the beautiful countess of kilmarnock had so far
survived the political and romantic intrigues of scotland s most powerful suitors so
why couldn t she resist the brash robbie carre why did she find it impossible to throw
the rebel earl out of her bedchamber even though it meant harboring a wanted man robbie
cared nothing for his own safety but he knew all too well that his ruthless enemies
desperate to capture him would use roxie and her children as pawns he would brave the
odds to protect them would fight for his fugitive love with roxie even if their stolen
moments of pleasure cost him his life
St. Nicholas 1895 this book is a self help book for men but women will probably read it
too women are so smart they want to know whatever they can about themselves but this
piece is written in a simple and easy format no big words it is my hope that this book
helps a man to better be able to know what his woman wants by him knowing what his
woman wants he can provide it for her or at least understand why she wants it
The Married Women's Property Acts 1882 with an Introduction and Critical and
Explanatory Notes and Appendix 1882
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